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Abstract

Remote control over fusion of single cells and vesicles has a great potential in biological
and chemical research allowing both transfer of genetic material between cells and transfer
of molecular content between vesicles. Membrane fusion is a critical process in biology that
facilitates molecular transport and mixing of cellular cytoplasms with potential formation of
hybrid cells. Cells precisely regulate internal membrane fusions with the aid of specialized
fusion complexes that physically provide the energy necessary for mediating fusion. Physical
factors like membrane curvature, tension and temperature, affect biological membrane fusion
by lowering the associated energy barrier. This has inspired the development of physical
approaches to harness the fusion process at a single cell level by using remotely controlled
electromagnetic fields to trigger membrane fusion. Here, we critically review various
approaches, based on lasers or electric pulses, to control fusion between individual cells or
between individual lipid vesicles and discuss their potential and limitations for present and
future applications within biochemistry, biology and soft matter.
Keywords: plasmonic heating, optical trapping, giant plasma membrane vesicle (GPMV),
giant unilamellar vesicle (GUV), gold nanoparticle (GNP), electrofusion, membrane fusion
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cell types to be fused [11]. It is, however, difficult to control
exactly which two entities end up in the microfluidic trap on
the chip.
An alternative strategy for mediating fusion of vesicles or
cells has been to use pulsed lasers with a well-defined wavelength, focal area and power. Laser light in the visible regime
is absorbed by biological tissue and in the microwave regime
light is absorbed by water. Absorption by biological tissue
may lead to cascades of photochemistry which can be rather
harmful to the biological tissue and absorption by water leads
to a substantial heating of the entire irradiated volume. Certain
fusion techniques are based on an ablation, or scissoring, of
cells by irradiating a cell population in a medium with high
power pulsed UV lasers [12, 13].
In the near-infrared (NIR) regime, with wavelengths between
800 nm and 1100 nm, there is a biological transparency window
[14]. In this range light is not absorbed much neither by biological tissue nor by water, and therefore this spectral range provides an optimal window for optical fusion techniques where
the aim is to retain a viable biological structure after fusion.
Lasers are available with high laser powers, well defined beam
profiles, and at a reasonable cost in this wavelength regime.
Altogether, these factors make NIR lasers a good choice for
optical manipulation of living specimen [15, 16].
Optical trapping of living cells has proven useful for controlled fusion of selected cells and vesicles. In its simplest
implementation, an optical trap consists of a tightly focused
laser beam which pulls objects with a higher index of refraction than the surrounding media towards the focus. Optical
traps based on NIR lasers are relatively harmless to biological
specimens if the laser power and duration of trapping are minimized. For instance, yeast cells have been shown to proliferate in a NIR optical trap [16], and trapped bacteria retain their
flagellar motion [17] and their ability to maintain a proton
gradient across the cell wall [18]. Finally, optical tweezers
have been routinely used to probe the physical environment
within mammalian cells without any detrimental effects on
cell viability [19] and hence is usually considered a safe tool
for positioning cells in fusion assays.
Fusion of selected cells has also been realized by combining pulsed lasers with optical trapping. The trap was used to
bring the cells of interest close together and then a pulsed UV
laser was focused at the contact zone to mediate the fusion
[20]. In another implementation, optical tweezers were used
to trap the vesicles [21] or cells of choice and bring them into
contact. Subsequently, a metallic nanoparticle was trapped in
the contact zone between the vesicles [4] or cells [22]. The
metallic nanoparticle absorbed part of the light and released
the energy in the form of heat thereby triggering a full fusion
of the membrane structures and cargos of the cells or vesicles
[4, 22].
Optical traps based on a single laser beam are useful for
manipulation of individual cells. By splitting a single laser
beam into its two orthogonal polarizations by means of a
beam splitter cube it is relatively simple to form an optical
trapping platform with two individually controllable traps
[23], and this allows selection and positioning of two cells in a
sample for fusion. However, to mimic an in vivo environment
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1. Introduction
In living organisms, the ability to fuse membranes is critical
for morphogenesis, proliferation and for survival of the organism. Fusion of membranes is essential in nano-scale processes
like synaptic transmission or viral infection [1], but also on
larger scales a number of important processes rely on cell–
cell fusion, for example, the fusion between an oocyte and a
sperm cell and the regeneration process of tissue [2]. From a
biomedical or applicational point of view a method for controlling fusion of membranes holds a great potential for genetic
manipulation of cells. Introduction of genetic material into
selected cells allows for influencing or controlling cellular regulation, a necessary step for gene therapies. Methods for inducing membrane fusion are also useful in fundamental research.
Fusion of membranes, containing reconstituted proteins, can
be used in studying membrane and protein biophysics [3, 4]
or to facilitate small-scale chemistry [5]. Similarly, creation of
hybrid cells by controlled fusion allows investigation of novel
hybrid cells inheriting the properties of two different parental
cell types. This line of research has received a lot of attention
recently due to its enormous potential in terms of reprogramming of somatic cells by fusion to stem cells [6–9]. For these
reasons, significant efforts have been made to develop methods
for fusing cells or other structures surrounded by membranes.
1.1. Overview of the techniques for mediating fusion

Optically controlled fusion is based on the interaction between
electromagnetic fields and biomembranes. The most common
method in which light has been used to fuse cells is electrofusion where cells or vesicles are exposed to an electric field,
for instance in the form of an AC field followed by a DC pulse
which causes cells to fuse to other cells or to vesicles [10].
This type of fusion gives rise to an unspecific fusion where
any membrane surrounded structure might fuse with another,
but without control over exactly which cell or vesicle is about
to fuse. This method can be combined with the use of a microfluidic chamber where two or more cells or vesicles can be
hydrodynamically trapped and thereby allowing different
2
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Figure 1. Mouse embryonic stem cells arranged into well-controlled 3D structures using holographic optical tweezers. The structures
were stabilized using specific biotin–avidin bonds ((a)–(f)) or by implementing them in a PEG based modular hydrogel matrix (g) (i)–(iii).
Reproduced from [26]. CC BY 4.0.

Figure 2. Possible intermediate membrane configurations for two membranes during fusion. (a) and (b) Membranes have to be in close
proximity to initiate fusion. (c) Fusion of the proximal leaflets will cause lipid mixing between the two initially separated membranes. (d)
Extension of the hemifused diaphragm causes the distal leaflets to come closer together to form a bilayer. (e) Formation of the fusion pore
completes fusion. Reprinted by permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd: Nature Structural & Molecular Biology [28], Copyright (2008).

with multiple cells arranged in a 3D pattern it is an advantage
to manipulate more than two cells. This can be done by holographic optical tweezers [24] which are achieved by passing
the laser beam through a computer generated hologram, in
practice most often realized by means of a spatial light modulator (SLM). By the generalized phase contrast (GPC) technique one can create arbitrary trapping patterns by the SLM
without explicitly calculating the holograms and therefore,
this is highly efficient [25]. One example where holographic
optical tweezers are used to arrange embryonic stem cells in
a well-defined 3D structure is shown in figure 1 [26]. After
assembly the structures were stabilized by specific cell–cell
adhesion bonds or by assembling the structures in a solidifying hydrogel. This kind of cellular arrangement is highly
desirable for understanding the influence of cell–cell communication or could be useful for creating fused structures based
on a large number of cells.

1.2. Membrane fusion

Cells are surrounded by membranes, and for two cells to mix
their membranes and their cytoplasms they must undergo a
full fusion of both the outer and inner leaflet of the membranes
constituting the barrier between the interior and the exterior
of the cell. Because of an energetic barrier, two membranes in
close proximity will not fuse spontaneously, and natural cell
fusion is usually mediated by proteins that lower this energy
barrier [27]. In the synaptic region, the membrane fusion barrier is overcome by SNARE protein complexes (calcium-triggered soluble N-ethylmaleimide-sensitive-factor attachment
protein receptor) [1].
The physical techniques for mediating fusion, discussed
in this review, provide the necessary energy for overcoming
the energetic barrier for merging two membranes. However,
care must be taken to not misinterpret an uncomplete fusion
with a full fusion. Some possible intermediate steps involved
3
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Figure 3. A hESC is optically fused to a mCherry labeled primary HDFn. The two cells were brought into contact by an optical trap based
on a NIR laser and then a UV pulsed laser was used as an optical scissor to create a hole in the cell surfaces at the contact zone thereby
mediating a full fusion. Reprinted with permission from [20]. Copyright (2013), AIP Publishing LLC.

retains the immortality of the cancer cell. The hybridomas
can be grown in culture whereafter the monoclonal antibodies
can be harvested in large amounts. This method of producing monoclonal antibodies [29] was invented by Milstein and
Köhler and awarded the Nobel Prize in 1984.

in merging two membrane bilayers of a cell or a vesicle are
depicted in figure 2 [28]. During fusion the membranes can
form a hemifused intermediate state (c) in which the two
membranes can experience lipid mixing, but without mixing
of the interior content. As will be shown in the following sections, these two cases can be experimentally distinguished by
using a fluorescent marker for the aqueous lumen and a different one for the membrane.
A full fusion of cells or vesicles is therefore accomplished
once their internal proteins and cytosol solution are properly
mixed and a method for fusion has to be tested with regard
to content mixing prior to considering applications with the
technique. We note, however, that here we define two cells to
be fused once the cytosols are mixed and the fused structure
contains one or two nuclei, i.e., the genetic material encapsulated within the nuclei might not mix within the hybrid cell.

1.3.2. Reprogramming of cells by fusion with stem cells. Stem
cells are undifferentiated cells that have the capacity to selfrenew or to develop into any specialized cell of the organism.
Therefore, stem cells have enormous potential for personalized medicine and huge efforts are being put into understanding how to control stem cell development. If pluripotent stem
cells are produced from the somatic cells of an individual, then
these cells can in principle be used to relieve pathologies of
the individual without being rejected by the immune system.
For this reason, efforts are being made to produce induced
pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) from somatic cells. There are
at least two ways to produce iPSCs from somatic cells [30],
one of these involves the transfer of a somatic cell nucleus
to an egg cell that has its own nucleus removed and then a
clone will be made of the individual from whom the somatic
cell came [31]. Another way to produce iPSCs is to introduce,
for instance by viral infection, four essential transcription
factors into somatic cells. This method was first reported by
Takahashi and Yamanaka [32] using mouse embryonic fibroblasts and was awarded the Nobel prize in 2012. It is currently
debated in literature which of the two methods has the largest potential for clinical applications, but in common for both
methods is the fact that they rely on fusion of somatic cells
with another cell or with a viral capsid or some other carrier of
transcription factors like for example a liposome.
Optically mediated fusion of selected human embryonic
stem cells (hESCs) and of hESCs with somatic cells was first
reported by Chen et al [20]. Two cells, hESCs or primary
human dermal fibroblasts (HDFns), were selected by a holographic optical tweezers system and brought into contact. A
pulsed UV laser with wavelength of 355 nm was then focused
at the contact zone and fusion occurred. Figure 3 shows an

1.3. Applications of controlled cell and vesicle fusion

The ability to control cell and vesicle fusion allows for the
delivery of chemical and biological factors to living cells. If
DNA or RNA are delivered to a selected cell, this will allow
for viral replication or for performing gene silencing, thereby
affecting the fate and function of the specific cell. From a
research point of view, controlled fusion of living cells also
gives access to study genetic changes that are inherited by
the fusion of two different cells. As methods for fusing two
selected cells were only recently developed, not many examples of successful formation of hybrid cells yet exist, but a few
of examples are given in the sections below.
1.3.1. Mixing of genes by formation of hybrid cells. The creation of functional hybrid cells is the backbone of hybridoma
technology which is primarily used for production of antibodies in large amounts. The two cells which are fused are a white
blood cell, a B cell that produces the desired antibodies, and
an immortal cancer cell. This new hybrid cell now has the
ability to produce the correct antibody in a large amount and
4
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example of fusing a hESC to a HDFn (cytoplasm labeled red),
successful fusion is observed by transfer of the cytoplasmic
dye from the HDFn to the fused structure. Also, the fused
structure was shown to remain viable.
Cellular reprogramming by electrofusion of mouse embryonic stem cells with mouse embryonic fibroblasts was demonstrated in [33]. Fibroblasts were successfully reprogrammed
using stem cells for reactivation of a latent embryonic gene
(GFP-OCT-4) which was inactive in the unfused fibroblasts,
but could be activated by fusion with embryonic stem cells.
This result shows that cellular reprogramming can be studied
by using remotely controlled fusion of cells.

lasers for selective cell–cell fusion or fusion of cargo vesicles
with cells. Spontaneous fusion of two biological membranes
rarely occurs due to an energy barrier associated with disrupting and merging two membranes. In absence of Nature’s
own machinery of special fusion proteins, the external energy
needed for mediating fusion can be supplied by an electric
field. Here, we discuss the different methods by which electro
magnetic fields have been used for inducing fusion by either
application of electric pulses, by focused pulsed lasers, or by
irradiation of absorbing nanoparticles at the contact region
between membranes.
2.1. Electrofusion of vesicles and cells

1.3.3. Vesicle fusion. Biophysical research of reconstituted

biological systems has also benefited greatly from the tools
invented by the optical community. Self-assembled membrane
systems like supported lipid bilayers (SLBs) or membrane
vesicles are highly amenable for manipulation with focused
laser beams or electric pulses [4, 5, 21, 23, 34–37]. Optical
techniques for membrane manipulation are particularly useful
if applied together with the diverse array of biochemical techniques available today for making vesicles containing proteins
in the lumen [38, 39] or in the membrane [40]. Examples of
such applications includes chemical or biochemical reactions triggered by optical fusion of vesicles containing different chemical/biological environments [4, 36, 37]. In this
review we also discuss how giant plasma membrane vesicles
(GPMVs), extracted from living cells, can be optically fused
to synthetic vesicles. This approach opens up unexplored
applications in which reconstitution of the cytoskeleton could
be possible by transferring proteins like actin or microtubule
monomers into the cytosol-like environment of the GPMV
where all polymerization factors should be present as well as
membrane proteins which may interact with the cytoskeleton.
The power of optical techniques in the context of fusion is
not limited to membranes and cells. Laser induced fusion of
micrometer sized spherical polymer capsules doped with gold
nanoparticles (GNPs) was recently shown in [41]. This application confirms that optics can be used as a general tool for
manipulating and fusing both living and soft matter with additional areas of applications likely to emerge in the near future.
In the following, we first review the use of electromagnetic
fields (electric pulses and pulsed lasers) for fusion of cells
and vesicles. This is followed by a review of the use of plasmonic heating of metallic nanoparticles to mediate membrane
fusion. The different types of fusion fall into three categories
involving (i) fusion of two or several living cells, (ii) fusion of
a living cell with a vesicle or (iii) fusion of two vesicles. The
review is concluded by presentation of a few examples which
demonstrate the usefulness of the fusion strategies.

Electrofusion has been extensively used for mediating fusion
between cells and vesicles. Application of DC electric pulses
generates a high transmembrane potential which can porate
membranes. Electroporation has been exploited for fusion of
vesicles and cells including fusion of different cell types with
vesicles [5, 10, 11, 37, 42–47].
The poration of membranes in response to electric pulses
was studied in detail in [37] where the timescales associated
with electrofusion of GUVs were quantified (see figure 4(a)).
The rate of expansion of the fusion pore was measured, see
figure 4(b), by a high-speed camera. Two rates of expansion
were detected, the first expansion from nanometers to a few
micrometers occurred within milliseonds at a rate of expansion of centimeters per second after which the expansion
slowed down due to relaxation of membrane tension. After
~1 s the expansion again increased until the structure became
more spherical, see figure 4(b).
Electrofusion is generally perceived as a relatively gentle technique which does not damage biological molecules
or significantly harm living cells and this method has indeed
also been extended to fusion of living cells for forming viable fused cells [33, 42–47]. The efficiency of fusion has been
found to increase with increasing voltage up to ~1.6 kV cm−1,
however, with a concomitant decrease in cell viability [47].
The application of a uniform field within a microscope
chamber exposes all cells to the DC pulse and hence, the
method does not provide selectivity in terms of which cells to
fuse. However, Stromberg and coworkers performed electrofusion locally to a pair of cells using microelectrodes attached
to the respective cells [48]. Additionally, the cells in this
study were brought together by using a NIR optical trap, thus
providing complete specificity over which cells to fuse. The
elaborate and slow work of combining microelectrodes with
optical trapping is technically challenging and only simple
imaging was implemented in this study to monitor the fusion
process for indicating viability.
To increase the throughput for fusion of cells and vesicles,
the electrofusion technique was implemented in combination
with novel microfluidic strategies for pairing a large number
of cells. Pairing different types of cells was achieved by flowing cells through an array of microstructured ‘cups’ which
acted like cell traps. By loading the two cell types sequentially
into the device, proper cell paring of differently labeled cell
types was accomplished, see figures 5(a)–(d) [33].

2. Electromagnetic fields for manipulating
membranes
The use of electromagnetic fields for disrupting cell membranes and for manipulating cells allows for the ultimate
remote control for regulation of the cellular cytoplasm. This
can now be accomplished by using electrofusion or pulsed
5
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monitored by cytoplasmic labeling of cells with red and green
fluorescent markers which allowed fused cells to be distinguished with a red–green color overlap. Examples of apparently live cells 4 days after fusion are shown in figures 5(e)
and (f), but no statistical data on viability were provided and
no strict viability test was applied.
Microstructures are efficient tools for massive positioning of a large number of cells and in addition allow the fluid
to be exchanged while the cells stay paired and registered.
The device presented in figure 5 has a great potential as a
high throughput fusion device if combined with a cell sorting system for harvesting the viable hybrid cells. Cell sorting
has been integrated into microfluidic devices by using image
recognition to identify cell characteristics and subsequently
controlling the flow direction of selected cells into specific
compartments using an optical trap [49].
In most studies with electrofusion of cells, a hypotonic
medium is used to swell the cells thereby rounding up the cells
and stretching the plasma membranes. The effect of osmolarity has been systematically investigated and was found to
critically influence the voltage which is necessary to induce
fusion. By investigating the fusion yield between B16-F1 cells
it was found that fusion was amplified in a hypotonic buffer
[50]. The application of an electric field on cells suspended
in a non-physiological environment, like a hypotonic sugar
solution, has to be performed with care, but cell tracking over
several days shows that significant levels of cell survival can
be achieved in such approaches [33].
Figure 4. Electrofusion of GUVs. (a) Application of a DC electric
pulse induces fusion of GUVs. The evolution of the fusion pore is
monitored by high-speed camera acquisition using transmitted light
imaging. (b) The diameter of the fusion pore increases with a rate of
~4 cm s−1 during the initial phase. The rate of expansion then slows
down in the interval 1 ms to 1 s, after which the rate of expansion
again increases. The two different symbols represent examples of
two different fusion events. Reproduced with permission from [37].
Copyright © 2006 National Academy of Sciences.

2.2. Fusion induced by pulsed lasers

Pulsed lasers have been successfully used to fuse different
cell types ranging from mammalian cells [12, 20, 51–54] to
plant cells [13]. The high focal intensity resulting from tight
focusing and high intensity femtosecond (fs) peaks efficiently
ionizes biological tissue, which can lead to optical breakdown
of dielectric material. Focusing a femtosecond laser onto the
contact area between two cells can result in immediate local
membrane rupture and merging of the two cells (see figure 6).
The use of pulsed lasers has a long history of use in topics
closely related to biological fusion, namely in nanosurgery,
and in cutting and ablation of both mammalian and plant cells
[13, 56]. Additionally, femto-second (fs) pulsed lasers were
recently used for disrupting cell membranes to achieve successful transfection of neurons [57]. The mechanism behind
fs induced laser ablation relies on optically induced ionization
of the biological material causing local membrane rupture at
the focal spot [56].
A high penetration depth in tissue is achieved with pulsed
NIR lasers [14] and additionally allows two-photon imaging
of the cells [58]. UV pulsed lasers are not suitable for thick
specimens due to poor penetration, but have the advantage of
a smaller focal spot diameter which can be utilized for inducing highly localized perforation [20]. The strongly nonlinear
two-photon absorption makes the likelihood of simultaneous
absorption of two photons very low except at the focus where
the intensity is highest. For Gaussian shaped beam profiles

As an interesting application of this device, cellular reprogramming by fusion of mouse embryonic stem cells with
mouse embryonic fibroblasts was demonstrated, as shown in
figure 5(h). Reactivation of a latent embryonic gene (GFPOCT-4, green color in figure 5(h)) which was inactive in the
unfused fibroblasts, but could be activated by fusion with
embryonic stem cells. The uniform expression of GFP-OCT-4
in figure 5 results from selection of fused cells containing
inherited drug resistance from the two unfused populations.
The fusion efficiency using electrofusion obviously
depends on how efficiently the cells are paired. The maximum
cell pairing efficiency was 80% (percentage of traps occupied
by two cells of any type) whereas different cell types were
paired with up to 70% efficiency (percentage of traps occupied by two cells of different type). Subsequently, application
of an electric field resulted in a fusion efficiency of up to 78%.
After application of the field sorting of the cells was not performed and the collection of cells from this device consisted
of both fused and unfused cells. However, the fused cells were
6
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Figure 5. Microstructured array for pairing cells for electrofusion. (a)–(c) Microstructured cups are able to trap cells flowing in a specific
direction (downwards in the images). (a) First, cells can be loaded into the device with an opposite flow direction (upwards in the images)
which traps the cells on the backside of the cups. (b) Then the flow is reversed to confine the cells within the cup. (c) Cells become paired
by first loading and trapping the green-labeled cells, followed by sequential loading and trapping of red-labeled cells. The bottom row
shows fluorescent images of several cell pairings and in (d) a larger fraction of the array shows ~1000 cell pairing events. (e) and (f)
Viability of electrofused 3T3 cells shown after 4 d. Cells are labeled with DsRed and eGFP, respectively. The red–green labeled cells are
hybrids. (g) and (h) Reprogramming of mouse embryonic fibroblasts (mEF) cells by mouse embryonic stem (mES) cells demonstrated
by reactivation of embryogenic gene Oct4 (green in (h)). The images show a 14 d old colony of hybrids having double drug resistance
inherited from fused mES cell and mEF cells, respectively. The red color in (g) is alkaline phosphatase activity, indicating cell viability, and
the green color in (h) is a Oct4-GFP reporter initially inside the mEF cells and which was activated after fusion with mES cells. Scale bar
50 µm (b) and 200 µm (d). Reprinted by permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd: Nature Methods [33], Copyright (2009).

the strong nonlinearity of the absorption also permits a region
to be ionized which is smaller than the diffraction limit since
absorption mainly occurs near the central part of the Gaussian
intensity peak.

of ROS generated by fs pulsed lasers, used for cell poration,
was investigated in [61]. Clear evidence of increased levels
of ROS was found in cells exposed to fs pulsed laser irradiation including laser-induced effects on DNA strand breakage,
structural deformation, fragmentation of the membrane and
the cells’ nucleus (see figure 7).
The pulse energy required to generate a plasma ablation
depends on the wavelength, the focusing ability of the setup,
and the pulse duration. For nanosecond pulsed lasers the pulse
energy required to facilitate fusion is of order of µJ whereas
for picosecond pulses the threshold energy becomes much
lower and for femtosecond laser ablation the threshold energy
is on the order of nJ [20, 54, 62]. The lower pulse energy of fs
lasers makes them much more appropriate for fusion since the
cavitation shock waves are smaller and hence less destructive.
A comparative investigation between ROS generation from
CW and pulsed Nd:YAG (λ  =  1064 nm) lasers was performed

2.2.1. Toxic effects induced by laser irradiation. The high

intensity delivered by pulsed lasers produces tangible and
noxious side effects when focused into living cells. The most
important effects associated with high intensity fluxes include
(i) formation of gaseous bubbles with radii of ~200 nm (for fs
lasers) [56] or larger, depending on the laser intensity and the
pulse duration and repetition rate, (ii) formation of an electron
plasma which contributes significantly to creation of toxic
reactive oxygen species (ROS) [59–61]. For these reasons
it is critically important to find appropriate irradiance levels
which are sufficient to restructure membranes, but which are
still low enough to minimize formation of ROS. The effect
7
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Figure 6. Cellular fusion and hemifusion induced by a pulsed laser focused on the intermembrane contact region. (a)–(e) Cell pairing
and fusion of three hESCs. The cell pairing was performed using an optical trap and subsequently fusion was induced by UV (355 nm)
nanosecond laser pulses. Spreading of cytoplasmic GFP reveals fusion and is sequentially triggered by irradiating the two contact areas
joining three cells resulting in a hybrid cell encapsulating the material from three cells. (f) Fusion efficiency by using nanosecond pulses
versus pulse energy. (g) Schematics showing a femtosecond laser focused on the contact area joining an axon and soma bilayer. (h) The
laser pulses generate a plasma which breaks the lipid molecules forming the bilayer structure. (i) After irradiation the bilayers can seal to
form a hemifused structure. (j) Image of three neuronal cells joined by using fs laser pulsed irradiation. Arrows point at the location of the
hemifused junctions. ((a)–(f)) Reprinted with permission from [20]. Copyright (2013), AIP Publishing LLC. ((g)–(j)) Reproduced from
[55]. CC BY 4.0.

in [60] (see figure 8). Irradiation of HeLa cells by pulsed laser
light resulted in an increase in ROS generation immediately
after exposure and ROS generation increased during 10 min of
exposure after which it showed a slight decrease, see figure 8.
Increasing the pulse energy from 120 µJ to 200 µJ at 10 Hz,
predictably resulted in more ROS generation. The ROS formation resulting from pulsed laser irradiation was compared
with ROS formation from CW laser light (λ  =  1064 nm) at
200 mW, see figure 8(b). Irradiation by CW laser light at
this power resulted in significantly lower ROS formation.
The ROS species were identified to be hydroxyl radicals by
testing with quenchers of singlet oxygen (sodium azide) and
hydroxyl radicals (mannitol).
These results show that pulsed lasers should be employed
for fusion with great care to avoid toxic effects from excessive amounts of ROS. By using lower energy pulses and ROS
quenchers these effects can be minimized. Near infrared CW
lasers, on the other hand, are relatively harmless to cells and
can safely be used for optical trapping and positioning of cells
next to each other prior to fusion.

of individual cells or vesicles. Optical trapping of cells has
been demonstrated in different trapping geometries facilitating either multiple traps [26] or a single trap [22]. Stable
trapping of vesicles is most effective when a dense solution
like sucrose is encapsulated inside the vesicles [4]. This raises
the dielectric constant of the interior solution and makes the
trapping of a vesicle similar to trapping a spherical dielectric
particle [21]. By focusing the optical trap onto the membrane
itself, which has a higher dielectric constant than water, vesicles can still be manipulated to some degree, even when they
contain the same solution inside as outside the spherical membrane [63]. The spherical shape and uniform composition of
vesicles also permits quantitative characterization of the trapping potential of vesicles with various diameters [21]. Such
quantitative characterization is, however, problematic for cells
which contain a highly heterogeneous cytoplasm and the trapping strength will depend on the exact location of the optical
focus within the cell.
2.4. Fusion by using nano-scale plasmonic heaters

High laser intensities are needed to perforate membranes in
laser induced fusion experiments, but the necessary intensities
can be significantly lowered if an absorptive nanoparticle is
located at the contact area joining two apposing membranes.
Early experiments showed that irradiation of GNPs conjugated
to a membrane were found to cause cell membrane perforation
[64]. More recently this strategy was used to fuse different

2.3. Optically controlled pairing of cells and vesicles

Laser induced fusion can be conveniently combined with
optical trapping on the same optical platform by aligning
a continuous wave NIR laser through the same objective
as demonstrated in [20, 60]. The selectivity of fusion can
hence be accomplished through optical trapping and pairing
8
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Figure 7. Femtosecond laser irradiation generates ROS in cells. (a) Transmitted light imaging of PtK2 cells. (b) Only the cells in lower
half of the image were exposed to a high laser power of 7 mW (mean power). The presence of ROS is detected by fluorescence emitted
from the fluorescent Jenchrom px blue (red). (c) Overlay of (a) and (b) showing clusters of the Jenchrom px blue reaction product. (d,e)
Nuclear blebbing as a result from fs laser irradiation. Selected cells are irradiated and are found to form visible blebs which were visualized
in transmitted light (d) and by using nuclear DAPI staining as shown by the blue color in (e). Reprinted from [61], Copyright (2001), with
permission from Elsevier.

method relies on local heating produced by irradiated GNPs
which are optically trapped at the contact area between the
fusing structures. The use of a CW optical trap to both facilitate cell pairing and fusion makes this approach affordable
and highly versatile in terms of selectivity of which cells to
fuse. Furthermore, the use of CW near infrared light is known
to be practically harmless to cells due to low absorption in the
biological material, hence, the potential damage to the cells
solely originates from heating of a nanoscale volume surrounding the site of fusion.
In the next section, we describe in detail this hot-nanoparticle-based approach of fusing cells and vesicles. The versatility
of this approach is demonstrated by selective cell–cell, vesicle–vesicle, cell–vesicle fusion, but also we demonstrate the
feasibility of the method for biophysical studies of membrane
proteins by fusing giant plasma membrane blebs (GPMVs)
with pure giant unilamellar vesicles (GUVs) having a predefined lipid composition and lumen content.

types of cells [65]. By conjugating two different types of antibodies to the same GNP it was possible to join different cells,
expressing different antigens, by using the GNPs as a linker.
This cell pairing strategy is shown in figure 9 for dendritic
cells (DC) and malignant BJAB (Burkitt lymphoma B) cells.
The use of monospecific anti-EGFR coated GNP conjugated to cells was reported in [66], however, these experiments resulted in very low yield of fusion primarily due to the
low affinity for different target cells. In contrast, the particles
used in figure 9 have bispecific and high affinity antibodies
towards malignant cells and immune cells which resulted in
improved pairing of cells. The fusion efficiency of paired cells
of different cell types (heterotopic) was 7–9% whereas the
fusion efficiency between cells of the same type (homotopic)
was 20%. The tight cell adherence junctions, obtained by
bispecific antibodies conjugated to GNPs, thus increases the
fusion efficiency. Fusion of the cells was triggered by irradiating the GNPs by ten 50 fs laser pulses with a wavelength of
545 nm coinciding closely with the surface plasmon resonance
(SPR) of the GNPs at which the absorption is the highest. The
mechanism promoting cell fusion in these laser-GNP fusion
experiments has not been clarified, but could involve rapid
mechanical rupture of the membrane caused by an extremely
local and transient absorption of a high intensity light flux.
Recently, a new and related approach involving the use of
plasmonic heating of GNPs for triggering fusion was used to
fuse both vesicles [4] and cells [22]. This new experimental

3. Optically controlled nano-heaters induce
membrane fusion
Most methods for optically controlled fusion of cells or vesicles rely on a trigger mechanism that is initiated by direct
laser irradiation of the cells or vesicles. However, this has
certain disadvantages as the light cone, for instance created
by a focused pulsed UV laser, will irradiate a relatively large
9
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volume of the sample and might induce severe side effects.
Therefore, it is an advantage to utilize a method which only
affects a smaller volume, preferably localized only to the contact zone between the two membranes that will be fused. One
way of realizing this is to combine the use of absorptive GNPs
and an optical trap based on NIR laser light which exhibits
low absorption in biological material and water. The plasmonic properties of metallic nanoparticles cause the particles
to absorb and dissipate heat from their surface upon irradiation in a highly localized region surrounding the nanoparticle,
thus confining thermal damage to a nanoscale region. The
absorption spectrum depends on particle size, shape, orientation and material. Nanoparticles with significant absorption
in the NIR are commercially available in a high quality, for
instance in the form of simple spherical GNPs. In the following, we provide a brief introduction to plasmonic heating of
optically trapped metallic nanoparticles. The theory behind the
interaction of GNPs with light is discussed and we describe
some recent approaches that have been used for measuring the
temperature increases in optically trapped GNPs irradiated by
NIR light. A brief introduction to optical trapping of metallic
nanoparticles is given before we describe the use of optically
trapped nano-heaters in fusion.
3.1. Interaction between light and metal nanoparticles
3.1.1. Absorption of light induces heating. Metallic nanoparticles exhibit strong wavelength dependency in their interaction with light. Peak absorption coincides with the peak in
the spectrum of the localized surface plasmons. The absorption of light scales linearly with laser intensity as well as with
the absorption cross section of the nanoparticles. The optical
cross sections can be calculated for spherical nanoparticles
using Mie’s equations. The total optical cross section is called
the extinction cross section and is given by [67]

Figure 8. ROS formation in HeLa cells after exposure to NIR
light (1064 nm) using pulsed or CW lasers. (a) and (b) Bright field
and fluorescence image of HeLa cells before exposure to pulsed
laser. (c) After 3 min exposure (d) after 12 min (e) after 24 min (f)
after 30 min. The cell contains a ROS marker dihydrofluorescin
(DCDHF) which produces green light upon ROS formation. (g)
Fluorescence intensity of DCDHF as a function of time for different
irradiation conditions and in presence (open symbols) or absence of
mannitol (filled symbols). Reproduced from [60] with permission of
The Royal Society of Chemistry.

Cext = Cscat + Cabs = k4 |α|2 /4π + kα .
(1)

In equation (1), α is the complex polarizability and α″ represents the imaginary part of the polarizability, k is the wavenumber given by k  =  2πn/λ where n is the index of refraction
and λ is the wavelength of light. The normalized extinction
changes with particle sizes with a pronounced red shift and
broadening for larger particle sizes, as is shown in figure 10.
The first part of equation (1) represents the scattering cross
section and the second part represents the absorption cross
section. The optical cross sections are strongly wavelength
dependent (through the polarizability) and for spherical GNPs
maximum absorption and scattering is found for wavelengths
between 500 and 700 nm. Since α scales approximately linearly with volume for spherical nanoparticles we see from
equation (1) that the scattering cross section scales with square
of the volume and the absorption cross section scales with the
volume of the nanoparticle. The degree of scattering and heating can therefore be readily controlled through particle size,
laser wavelength and laser power.

increase that results upon irradiation of a nanoparticle have
been investigated using different experimental approaches. The
small volume of a nanoparticle and the relative localized heat
output upon irradiation makes it challenging to directly measure
the particle temperature. Instead, the temperature of irradiated
nanoparticles has been inferred by using a temperature sensitive
matrix surrounding the nanoparticle. In [35] a SLB was used to
quantify the temperatures of irradiated GNPs in the size range
from 80 to 200 nm. The GNPs were adhered to a gel phase lipid
bilayer which locally transformed into a fluid phase bilayer
upon irradiation by 1064 nm laser light. The extent of the fluid
region was quantified, and using the fact that the temperature
decays inversely with distance to the heat source, allowed the
surface temperature of the GNP to be extracted. The maximal surface temperature of 100–200 nm GNPs reached above
100 °C during irradiation with 100–200 mW of laser power in

3.1.2. Quantification of heating. The absorption cross sec-

tions of nanoparticles and the experimental temperature
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Figure 9. Coupling and fusion of cells using irradiation of bispecific conjugated GNPs linking a DC cell with a BJAB cell. (a) Details
of the coupling strategy using two different antibodies coupled to a single GNP. The antibodies (anti-CD86 and anti-CD20) bind to the
respective receptors expressed by DC and malignant BJAB cells, respectively. (b) A high magnification scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) image of a DC (blue) coupled to a BJAB cell (green). GNPs are shown in yellow. The ruffled cell surfaces clearly indicate that
cells need tight adhesion for successful fusion to happen. Scale bar, 200 nm. (c) Coupling efficiency for cells in presence or absence of
GNPs. GNPs conjugated with monospecific antibodies (anti-CD20) have nearly no effect on coupling efficiency. However, conjugation of
anti-CD20 and anti-CD86 on the same GNP raises the coupling efficiency from ~6% to ~26%. (d) Images of a fusion event between a DC
cell and a BJAB cell. After 30 min the blue nucleus of the DC cell (labeled with Hoechst) is well encapsulated within the BJAB cell. The
schematic below illustrates the individual steps and tentative mechanism behind the fusion. A mechanical shock wave from the fs pulse
hitting the GNPs is thought to disrupt the adjacent membranes and lead to fusion. [65] John Wiley & Sons.Copyright © 2013 WILEY-VCH
Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim.

a micometer sized focus and the particles could be additionally
heated at higher laser powers.
GNPs trapped in three dimensions have also been found to
heat significantly in a NIR optical trap. By trapping GNPs near
gel phase GUVs, which had well defined melting transitions
and served as thermal sensors, it was found that GNPs with sizes
between 80 and 200 nm reached temperatures up to ~180 °C
when trapped with P  =  600 mW at the focal region [68]. In
other studies the temperature dependent viscosity of water
and its effect on Brownian motion have been used to infer the
surface temperature of GNPs or gold nanorods (GNRs) which
were optically trapped using NIR lasers [69, 70]. In these studies optically trapped GNPs had a heating rate of 266 K W−1 [69]
and GNRs were found to heat with a rate of 900 K W−1 [70].
We conclude that optical trapping of metallic nanostructures
using NIR lasers produces sufficient local heating for causing
severe, but highly localized thermal stress on biological mat
erial and hence has the potential to facilitate membrane fusion.

3.1.3. Optical trapping of metal nanoparticles. As mentioned
in the previous section several studies have reported 3D optical trapping of different types of nanoparticles. Stable optical
trapping of metallic nanoparticles requires that the particles
have a high polarizability and that the radiation pressure,
which scales with the extinction cross section, is not too large.
These requirements are valid for most metallic nanoparticles
tested so far. Several nanoparticles with different shapes, mat
erial, sizes etc, have been optically trapped in three dimensions
and we provide a selection of studies in the overview given
in table 1. The table also includes associated heating in the
cases where the heating was quantified. The optically trapped
spherical nanoparticles were smaller than 250 nm in diameter
and the smallest nanoparticles to be trapped by a conventional
NIR optical trap had diameters of ca. 5–10 nm [71, 72]. Gold
nanoshells and GNRs provide new interesting possibilities
since these can be trapped and also can be designed to have
tunable resonances across the visible spectrum to the NIR
11
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spectrum simply by changing the core/shell ratio (for shells)
or the width/length ratio (for rods) [73].
The theoretical description of optical trapping is derived
from the energy of a dipole in a gradient optical field. The
nanoparticle is considered as a dipole which becomes polarized by the field and both absorbs and scatters the incoming
light. The gradient force on a dipole in an electromagnetic
field E is given by
 
1
F = |α| ∇ E2 .
(2)
2

Hence, the force points along the gradient of the intensity
which is always towards the center of a focused beam where
the intensity is highest. The shape of the intensity distribution
is clearly an important parameter in determining the optical
forces on a particle. Notably, it has been shown that, due to
spherical aberration, a focused laser beam has a complex 3D
intensity distribution with intensity maximum at the focus, but
with additional local maxima in the vicinity of the focus [79].
This makes it inherently difficult to predict the trapping position, the optical forces and the optical heating on optically
trapped nanoparticles [68, 79]. It is therefore imperative to
rely on actual temperature measurements of trapped nanoparticles, rather than on theoretical calculations alone, to assess
the heating under any given experimental conditions.
Metallic nanoparticles have relatively high extinction cross
sections and hence experience significant radiation pressure
in an optical trap [84]. The radiation force scales linearly with
the extinction cross section and is given by

Figure 10. Normalized extinction cross section of spherical GNPs

with radii from 10 nm to 125 nm. The spectra are calculated using
Mie’s equations. A frequently used wavelength for optical trapping
of GNPs is 1064 nm which is marked by a vertical dashed line.
Reproduced with permission from [95]. © Copyright 2014 IEEE All rights reserved.

(figures 11(a)–(c)) and content mixing (figures 11(d)–(f))
were verified and thus, the technique can be used to study
induced chemical reactions within picoliter volumes.
GUVs are spherical lipid bilayers of microscopic dimensions which are formed from the closure of an already existing
lipid bilayer to a curved vesicle [97]. Standard electroformation is the most common method to synthesize GUVs in a
highly efficient manner. Electroformation relies on employing AC fields to form vesicles from a dried film of lipids
deposited onto a conductive surface while the film is being
hydrated. It has been proposed that the external electrical field
during hydration induces lipid swelling and vesicle formation
by facilitating bilayer separation and bending which are two
important prerequisites for vesicle formation [98].
Fusing two GUVs requires expansion of the lipid bilayers
at their contact area thereby leading to a transient opening in
the two opposing membranes and formation of a fusion pore.
This process is associated with a high energy barrier and will
not occur spontaneously [1].
The fusion method presented in figure 11 is based on using
optical tweezers (1064 nm NIR laser) to select two GUVs of
interest and bring them into immediate contact. The same NIR
laser focus is then positioned at the contact zone of the two
GUVs until a GNP diffuses from the surrounding buffer into
the laser focus. The trapped GNP absorbs NIR light which
becomes converted into heat that dissipates locally. One
important advantage of this method is the fact that the length
scale of the plasmonic heating is comparable to the diameter
of the GNP [35]. The temperature elevation can expand the
area of fluid phase lipid bilayers by ~0.5% per degree [99]
and the area of gel phase lipid bilayers by ~20−25% (if the
temperature is ramped up across their phase transition temper
ature) [100]. Consequently, the GNP has to be positioned at the
exact spot where the membranes make contact and it should
be irradiated with sufficiently high laser power to generate

n P
(3)
Frad =
Cext ,
c
where 〈P〉 is the time averaged Poynting vector, c is the speed
of light, and n is the index of refraction. Stable trapping is
achieved when the gradient force in equation (2) exceeds the
radiation force given in equation (3), in the direction along the
beam. The radiation force on optically trapped 80 nm GNPs
was recently quantified in [75].
We conclude that NIR optical trapping and heating of nanoparticles is versatile tool for achieving nanoscale control of
heating. With the large diversity of accessible nanomaterials
and nanostructures exhibiting vastly different optical properties, this approach must be considered rather unexplored in
particular with regard to the use of optically controlled nanoheaters for manipulating living cells and soft matter systems.
In the following sections, we present some recent developments demonstrating the potential of this system for fusing
synthetic membranes, native plasma membranes and living
cells.
3.2. Fusion between synthetic vesicles (GUV–GUV fusion)

In [4], a highly selective and efficient physical method was
introduced to trigger membrane fusion between two GUVs.
This flexible method, illustrated in figure 11, can trigger membrane fusion between synthetic vesicles of different membrane
charge, different physical state (gel/fluid), and different size
(10–200 µm in diameter) as shown in [4]. Complete lipid mixing
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Table 1. Overview of some common metallic nanostructures which can be optically heated and trapped in three dimensions using a

focused CW laser beam. The table provides references to respective studies in which different particles were optically trapped or heating
was quantified.

a

Particle type

Size

Trapping

Heating

Gold nanoparticles
Silver nanoparticles
Gold nanorods
Gold nanoshells

10–250 nm
20–275 nm
Diameter down to 8 nm
150 nm

[23, 34, 68, 71, 72, 74–81]
[85–89]
[70, 90–92]
[95, 96]

[35, 68, 69, 78, 82–84]
[88]a
[70, 93, 94]
[82]

The temperatures of trapped Ag monomers and dimers were simulated.

Figure 11. Complete Vesicle fusion triggered by optically heated GNPs. Cartoons in (a) and (d) depict lipid mixing and content mixing

while membrane fusion is triggered by means of laser-induced heating of a GNP. (b) and (e) Are confocal image series showing the same
stages as illustrated in (a) and (d), respectively. A white arrow in (b) is used to point out a 80 nm GNP, seen as a bright spot in the contact
zone of the two GUVs. The scale bar is 10 µm in both image series. The plot shown in (c) corresponds to the experiment illustrated in
(b); the normalized emitted intensities from Fast-DiO (green) and Texas-red (red) are plotted as a function of time. Black arrows show the
fusion pore opening upon which both intensities drop quickly because of lipid mixing. (f) Cargo mixing corresponding to the experiment
shown in (e). The intensity of the green hydrophilic fluorophore, calcein, is normalized per pixel and plotted as a function of time; the red
trace and blue trace in this plot are from the red and blue boxes shown in (e). Black arrows show the moment of fusion pore opening after
which calcein intensity uniformly distributes inside the fused GUV within a few seconds. Lipid composition of GUVs: 10% DOPS, 90%
DOPC in (b) and 20% DOPS, 90% DOPC in (e) with trace amounts of membrane dyes. In both (b) and (e) 80 nm GNPs were trapped using
a laser power at the samples of 200 mW. Reprinted with permission from [4]. Copyright (2015) American Chemical Society.

a nanometric disruption in the adjacent lipid bilayers. The
disruption is then followed by a rearrangement of the lipid
bilayers into one fused structure. Complete lipid and content
mixing verify the merging of the vesicles into one fully fused
vesicle.
Stable trapping of GUVs by optical tweezers is feasible if
the GUV’s lumen has a higher refractive index with respect to
the surrounding buffer. By encapsulation of sucrose solutions
within GUVs during electroformation, the index of refraction can be increased sufficiently to allow trapping [4, 21].
To efficiently trigger fusion by this method, it was found that
the membrane tension should be minimized as it can make it

more difficult for the two fusing GUVs to be in sufficiently
close contact. To achieve this it is recommendable: (1) to
use a hypertonic buffer outside the GUVs and: (2) to use an
appropriate coating on the surface to minimize the adhesion
induced increase in membrane tension.
3.2.1. Content and lipid mixing. Observation of lipid mix-

ing, content mixing or measuring the size of the fused vesicle
are three commonly used approaches for verifying membrane
fusion [4]. For instance, confocal imaging can be used to valid
ate fusion by lipid and content mixing within the two fusing
vesicles. In figure 11(b), the membranes of the two GUVs are
13
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Figure 12. Lipid mixing and lumen mixing associated with heat induced fusion of GUVs to living HEK293 cells. (a) and (c) are time

series of confocal images of lipid mixing and lumen mixing, respectively. The GNP is visible as a bright spot (reflection signal) in (c)
(white arrow). Scale bars are 10 µm. The plot in (b) shows the time evolution of intensity from Fast-DiO (green) and vybrant® DiD (red)
for the experiment shown in (a). (d) Fusion and associated lumen mixing verified by quantifying the intensity of calcein within the green
box, shown in (c), over time. The black arrows in (b) and (d) show the time when lipids and lumens start to mix due to formation of the
fusion pore. Additional examples are provided in [22]. The lipid composition used in both (a) and (c): DOPC 98.5 mol.%, biot-DSPE-PEG
1 mol.%, FAST-DiO 0.5 mol.% Laser power at the sample for (a) and (c): 400 mW and 450 mW respectively. GNP size for both (a) and (c):
80 nm. [22] (2017) © Tsinghua University Press and Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2016. With permission of Springer.

necessitate the use of smaller GNPs to minimize the distance
between nanoscale vesicles to be fused. The smallest GNPs
used so far in GUV–GUV fusion have been 80 nm GNPs
which produce significant heat when trapped at ~200 mW of
laser power. Since the absorption cross section of nanoparticles scales with volume the smaller nanoparticles will tend
to heat much less and are unlikely to produce sufficient heat
for fusion. However, it should be noted that certain nanostructures, like titanium and platinum nanoparticles, have higher
absorption cross sections than gold in the NIR region and
could allow for fusion with smaller nanoparticle sizes.

labeled by two different lipophilic fluorophores and are imaged
by a confocal microscope. As shown in figure 11(c), the two
lipophilic fluorophores undergo a simultaneous dilution upon
fusion because they possess a conserved number of fluorophores which are distributed over a larger area of the membrane
after fusion. The time scale for lipid mixing depends on the
physical state and the size of GUVs. For fluid phase vesicles the
time scale for mixing is ~10 s as shown in figure 11(b, c). When
a gel phase GUV fuses to a fluid phase GUV the time scale
of mixing is significantly longer which is also shown in [4].
This is expected as the mobility of lipids is significantly lower
in gel phase membranes compared to their mobility in fluid
phase membranes. The experimentally obtained time scales for
lipid mixing are found to be reasonably close to the time scales
obtained from a quantitative model which describes the lateral
diffusion in spherical shells [4, 101]. Therefore, it can be concluded that the lipid mixing following fusion is governed by
diffusion of molecules within the 2D membrane.
Content mixing can be validated by fusing a GUV filled
with calcein (green lumen in figure 11(e)) to an empty GUV
(black lumen in figure 11(e)) and by tracking the changes in
the intensity of calcein as a function of time (see figures 11(e)
and (f)). Upon fusion, calcein diffuses from the calcein
containing GUV to the calcein free GUV and eventually it
becomes uniformly distributed within the larger volume after
fusion. An example of quantification of cargo mixing is shown
in figure 11(f). The time scale for content mixing depends on
the size of the GUVs, but due to the much larger diffusion
constant of calcein in aqueous solution (333 µm2 s−1) [102]
than lipid dyes in 2D membranes (10–15 µm2 s−1), content
mixing occurs at least one order of magnitude faster than lipid
mixing.
If the method presented in figure 11 should be extended
to smaller nanoscale lipid vesicle systems it would probably

3.3. Cell-GUV fusion

The hot-nanoparticle mediated membrane fusion method
introduced in [4] utilizes a NIR laser for trapping the GNP.
While extending the method to living cells it is important to
ensure that both the laser light and the localized heating do not
compromise the viability of the cells.
Successful fusion of a GUVs to a living cell using the hotnanoparticle mediated fusion method was reported in [22].
Optical control was utilized to fuse a selected GUV to an individual HEK293 cell. Such experiments are of particular importance as they can be potentially used for different biomedical
applications including targeted drug delivery at the single cell
level, delivering new lipids/new proteins to the membrane of
the live cell of choice and for transferring small regulatory
RNA molecules to a selected cell to control gene expression.
It is important to minimize the plasmonic heating sufficiently
to avoid the risk of heat induced damage on the live cell during fusion. This is done by using smaller GNPs, by using the
lowest laser power necessary for cell fusion, and by minimizing GNP aggregation.To verify full fusion between a cell and
a GUV the intensity and distribution of lipophilic membrane
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Figure 13. Optically controlled fusion and associated mixing of the plasma membranes and cytoplasmic mixing. (a), (b) and (d) Confocal

image series of three examples of fusions of HEK293 cells, labeled by vybrant® DiD (red), and by vybrant® DiO (green), respectively.
The two fusing cells are surrounded by a dashed yellow ellipse. Scale bar in all image series is 10 µm. The GNP in the contact zone of the
adjacent membranes is pointed out by using a white arrow in (b). The plot in (c) represents the time evolution of intensity per area for the
two lipophilic fluorophores. Fusion occurs at t ~ 20 s and is followed by a reduction of the intensity of both fluorophores. (d) Investigation
of the invasiveness of the hot GNP induced fusion for live cells. The two HEK293 cells surrounded by the yellow dashed ellipse are
remotely fused by means of optically controlled heating. Calcein AM was injected to the sample chamber 2 h after fusion to investigate
their viability. The green intensity indicates enzymatic activity and the membrane integrity of the cells. (e) Normalized green intensity
emitted by calcein in the formed syncytium (the blue line) and the two control cells surrounded by the dashed white ellipse in (d) (the red
and the orange lines). Data points in each line correspond to the intensity of calcein in the images shown in (d) (2nd–5th image). The level
of emitted green color in the syncytium is comparable to the control cells. 150 nm GNPs were used for fusing the cells and the laser powers
were (a) 450 mW, (b) and (d) 250 mW at the sample. [22] (2017) © Tsinghua University Press and Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg
2016. With permission of Springer.

markers and hydrophilic lumen markers can be monitored, as
was done in [22]. Examples from two such experiments are
shown in figures 12(a) and (b). Here, the fusing GUVs contain sucrose and are labeled with the lipid analog, Fast-DiO
(green). Successful fusion was achieved by first conjugating
GNPs to the GUVs through biotin-streptavidin linkages. The
mobility of the GNPs on the fluid membrane ensured that a
GNP could be optically trapped at the contact area between
the GUV and the cell. The GUVs were suspended in a slightly
hypertonic imaging medium containing HEK293 cells. In figure 12(b), the time evolution of intensities of Fast-DiO (GUV
membrane) and vybrant® DiD (cell membrane) are normalized
per pixel and plotted. The sudden change in both intensities
clearly indicates the onset of lipid mixing between the cell and
the GUV. The intensity decrease is more pronounced for FASTDiO than that of vybrant® DiD because the area of the GUV
membrane is smaller than the cell membrane. Lumen mixing
in cell-GUV fusion was also verified in [22] by labeling the
cell lumen with calcein, see also the example in figures 12(c)
and (d). The diffusion of green calcein from the cytoplasm
into the lumen of the GUV clearly indicates formation of a
fusion pore. However, despite there is no membrane barrier
between the cell and the GUV after fusion, cytoplasmic crowding by cytoskeletal structures and cell organelles slow down

the time scale of lumen mixing for cell-GUV compared to that
of GUV–GUV fusion [4, 103].
Viability of cells following fusion to a GUV is likely to
be compromised by the large volume of sucrose added to the
cytoplasm upon fusion [22]. Long term viability studies need
to be performed, but the fusion experiments most likely have
to be optimized with regard to making the internal GUV composition resemble more the physiological environment of the
cell and preferentially by using smaller GUVs to minimize the
change in the composition of the cytoplasm of the fused cell.
3.4. Cell–cell fusion

The fusion method presented in figure 11 was shown to be
applicable for fusing two cells if slightly larger GNPs were
used [22]. This approach thus offers a unique strategy for
remote fusion of selected cells in a random population of cells.
Figure 13 shows a realization of fusion of two fluorescently labeled HEK293 cells, one labeled green and the
other red. The process is imaged by a confocal microscope
with clear evidence of full fusion as verified by both mixing
of the plasma membrane (figures 13(a) and (c)), and mixing
of the internal membrane structures(figures 13(b) and (c)).
Upon fusion a drastic decrease is seen in the intensity of both
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are regulated by proteins. A class of membrane shaping proteins containing BAR (Bin-Amphiphysin-Rvs) domains bind
to acidic membranes in a charge dependent manner and these
proteins are therefore highly sensitive to the density of negatively charged lipids in the membrane [106]. BAR domains
collectively shape flat membranes into tubes or vesicles by
imposing their molecular bent shape on the softer membrane
[106]. Studies of the binding kinetics and membrane curvature effects induced by BAR domain proteins are mostly
performed on GUVs by adding the protein to the exterior
solution. However, most BAR containing proteins have their
natural location in the cytoplasm and therefore, in a more biologically relevant model experiment, the protein should be
encapsulated inside GUVs. Encapsulation of BAR domains
inside GUVs composed of negatively charged lipids is difficult due to the binding of the protein to the lipids during
formation of the GUVs [38]. However, fusion of GUVs offers
a straight forward solution to this problem since proteins can
be encapsulated within neutrally charged GUVs and subsequently be fused to highly negatively charged GUVs, thus
enabling protein binding to the membrane.
This strategy was employed in [4] where protein binding
was activated by changing the lipid composition via fusion of
two GUVs using the hot-nanoparticle-method, see figure 14.
First, IM (IRSp53/MIM homology) domains (termed I-BAR
domains) from the protein ABBA were encapsulated within
GUVs composed of DOPC lipids. These lipids are zwitterionic and hence I-BAR cannot bind electrostatically to the
membrane of such vesicles neither during GUV formation nor
later after their formation. After fusion of these neutral GUVs
to negatively charged GUVs, membrane binding of I-BAR
was activated with consequent outwards tubulation of the
membrane, see figure 14(b). These observations are supported
by the biological role of I-BARs in cells where the protein is
found to be enriched inside tubular protrusion in cells called
filopodia.
The experiments presented in figure 14 can be used for
studying the membrane shaping ability of other BAR domains
(N-BAR, pink-BAR or F-BAR) which have different molecular shape and hence will deform the membrane into a different
morphology such as inwards tubulation or possibly spherical
buddings. Another interesting exploration of this assay would
be to do biological chemistry within the lumen of the GUVs;
by encapsulating polymerization buffer within one GUV and
monomers in a second GUV it should be feasible to trigger
polymerization of structures like F-actin or microtubules
within GUVs and monitor the process.

vybrant DiD (the red fluorophore) and vybrant DiO (the
green fluorophore) as they redistribute within a larger membrane area. The lipid mixing time scale is slower in cell–cell
fusion experiments compared to mixing in model membranes.
This is probably caused by a frictional coupling to the protein crowded membrane environment and by physical interactions between lipids and the cell’s cytoskeleton. The two cells
eventually merge into one spherical structure containing the
cytoplasm and organelles from two cells. The mixing of the
two cytoplasms can be seen in figure 13(b) where the yellow
color appears as a result of complete mixing of green and red
membrane surrounded organelles of the two original HEK293
cells. It takes ~45 min for this complete cytoplasmic mixing
to occur.
The fused cells are found to be viable as shown in the calcein AM assay as shown in figures 13(b), (d) and (e), thus suggesting that the syncytium is viable immediately after fusion.
In [22] metabolic activity in the fused cells was also reported
for up to 4 h following fusion.
Membrane integrity and esterase activity is a sign of cell
viability. In the calcein AM viability test, the enzymatically
induced green fluorescing molecules can only be trapped in
the cytoplasm of the cell if the integrity of its plasma membrane is not compromised. Beside the esterase activity and
plasma membrane integrity, which were tested by the calcein
AM assay, the metabolic activity of a fused syncytium was
also tested in [22] by using a tetrazolium (MTT 3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide) assay [104,
105] performed on single cells. The tested syncytia were
found to exhibit metabolic activity 4 h after fusion. However,
further experiments are needed to verify long-term viability,
to test whether nuclear fusion is feasible, and whether the
novel hybrid cell undergoes cell division.

4. Applications of optically mediated membrane
fusion
The use of electromagnetic field induced fusion of cells and
membrane vesicles offers new opportunities for researchers
to manipulate the content of single cells and vesicles. In par
ticular genetic manipulation of cells becomes feasible with
introduction of plasmids into the cytoplasm of selected cells
or mixing of the genomes of different cells. Also, pico-liter
chemistry is a direct consequence of fusion of GUVs containing either chemical reactants or biologically active molecules
and the reactions can then be studied in real time under a fluorescent microscope. In the following sections we review some
of these recent advancements which clearly demonstrate the
potential in applying remotely controlled membrane fusion
for studying membrane protein dynamics and for manipulating cells.

4.2. Fusion of GPMVs to artificial membrane vesicles

Artificial membranes are often used to study proteins as
shown in the previous section. However, native membranes
exhibit a great diversity of lipid species and transmembrane and anchored proteins occupy a considerable fraction
(ca. 50%) of the surface area of cells. Efforts have been made
to reconstitute transmembrane proteins in artificial membranes, but such experiments are difficult and suffer from lack
of control over protein orientation in the membrane. Moreover,

4.1. Triggering protein binding by controlling membrane
composition

Membrane lipid compositions critically affect protein bindings to membranes and hence are decisive for how membranes
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Figure 14. Hot-nanoparticle-mediated membrane fusion used in biophysical experiments with membrane binding proteins. (a) Schematic

depiction of the experiment. IM (IRSp53/MIM homology) domains from the protein ABBA are encapsulated within GUVs made from
neutral lipids. Upon fusion with GUVs made from acidic lipids, protein binding is switched ‘on’. (b) Confocal images of the fusion
experiment depicted in (a). The GUVs are made from pure DOPC (green GUVs) or contain a mixture of 40% of DOPS and 60% DOPC
lipids (red GUVs) and are labeled red and green using trace amounts of Texas Red conjugated lipids and FAST-DiO, respectively. After
fusion the lipid dyes mix within seconds and the membrane binding of I-BAR leads to outwards tubulation (last image to the right) due to
the membrane shaping ability of I-BAR. Reprinted with permission from [4]. Copyright (2015) American Chemical Society.

the complex protein environment and factors like crowding
[107, 108] in a native cell membrane can contribute to the
function of a single type of protein.
To study proteins in their native membrane, but in absence
of internal cell structures like the nucleus and cytoskeleton,
a technique has been developed to extract the cell membrane
from cells to form so-called GPMVs. These membranes contain the rich natural content of membrane proteins, as present
in plasma membranes, and additionally contain the aqueous
cytosol from the cell interior. Even though GPMV membranes are chemically derived, their composition and behavior
resembles the native cellular plasma membrane, but with no
underlying cytoskeleton [109].
Optically induced fusion offers the exciting possibility to
combine both native and synthetic lipid bilayers for studying
how the change of lipid composition affects motility of proteins,
or for performing controlled picoliter biochemistry by mixing
of reactants contained in separated GUVs with cytosol from
the GPMVs. We show here how the fusion of artificial bilayers
(GUVs) and native plasma membrane (GPMVs) can be successfully carried out using the same fusion method as reported in [4].
GPMVs were formed by a published procedure from [110].
Chemically induced GPMV’s from HEK293T cells detached
from the cell body and could be harvested for further experiments. GPMVs were membrane labeled by adding vybrant
DiD solution to the cells prior to bleb formation and the content of the GUV was detected using encapsulated calcein.
Fusion of GPMVs to GUVs occurred when a GNP with
d  =  80 nm diffused into the optical trap which was located at
the contact area between the vesicles. Non-leaky content and
lipid mixing was observed for the fusion between the GUVs
and GPMVs, see figure 15(b). The content and lipid dyes
mixed within seconds as quantified in figure 15(c) with the

content mixing being ~20 times faster. The mixing of lipids
was noticeably much faster during GPMV fusion, as shown in
figure 15, compared to when a GUV was fused to a living cell.
This indicates that the membrane of a cell exhibits significant
friction with the cortical cytoskeleton.
The results in figure 15 clearly show that GPMVs are a
great tool for studying membrane proteins in applications
where the membrane compositions can be altered by fusion
with GUVs with a known composition. Additionally, picoliter
biological biochemistry inside the GPMVs can be explored by
fusing GUVs, containing actin or microtubule monomers, to
GPMVs containing all the necessary components for polymerization, bundling protein and linker proteins for linking
cytoskeletal polymers to the membrane.
4.3. Transfer of bio- and inorganic materials between
cells and vesicles

Transfer of biomaterials or beads into the cytoplasm of living cells is a common procedure in biological and biophysical
research. Transient transfection of cells is usually performed
by complexing DNA with cationic molecules which are taken
up by cells when added to a cell culture. Transfection of single
cells can be achieved by fusion of GUVs containing the relevant plasmid for transfection. In [10] electrofusion was used
to transfer both plasmid and microbeads into the intracellular
environment of HeLa cells, see figure 16(a). Encapsulation
of beads and plasmid was done using standard emulsion
techniques for GUV formation. By applying an AC electric
field the cell and GUV were aligned and a subsequent DC
pulse fused the structures and delivery of the beads and plasmid could be detected inside the fused cell, see figure 16(b).
Successful transfection was confirmed by expression of
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Figure 15. Hot-nanoparticle-mediated fusion of GUVs with cell extracted GPMVs. (a) Schematic depiction of the fusion between a GUV

and a GPMV by optical trapping of a 80 nm GNP at the contact area between the membrane vesicles. The GPMV membrane was labeled
with vybrant DiD to monitor lipid mixing and the interior of the GUV was loaded with calcein for monitoring content mixing. Confocal
images showing fusion between a GUV (green lumen) and a GPMV (red membrane). (c) Time evolution of the intensities shows that both
lumen and membrane mixing occur within seconds. Unpublished results.

5. Discussion

fluorescent mCherry encoded by the plasmid (red color in
figure 16(b)). These experiments clearly show that fusion of
GUVs can be used to genetically modify single cells and also
for transfer of larger particles which are typically delivered
by potentially invasive and advanced micropipette injection.
In a recent study [111] delivery of nanoparticles to the
cytoplasm of cells was triggered by illuminating pH sensitive liposomes, containing nanoparticles, using UV light. A
drop in pH upon irradiation destabilized the liposome membrane and triggered fusion to the MDCK cells and delivery
of nanoparticles to the cytoplasm. Optical manipulation was
performed on these nanoparticles within the cytoplasm and
they served as intracellular fluorescent temperature sensors.
Fusion of GUVs has interesting applications in inorganic
picoliter chemistry. Different GUVs can readily be loaded
with small soluble reactants which form a fluorescent product
upon mixing. This strategy was followed by Yang et al [36]
to synthesize fluorescent quantum dots (QDs) from the two
chemicals, CdCl2 and Na2S, which were encapsulated within
two fluorescently labeled GUVs as shown in figure 16(c). The
diameters of the QDs were measured by transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) to be 4–8 nm. The stability of the nanoparticle product was not reported and the imaging of single QDs
fluorescent emission was not performed.

Electrofusion and fusion mediated by lasers have been used to
fuse a number of different cell types and membrane vesicles. In
most studies, fusion is reported for one or two cell types using
a single technique. While most studies include viability tests
of the fused hybrid cells, no standard viability test or viability
criteria have been used which makes comparison between techniques difficult. Additionally, fusion efficiencies of the respective methods are hard to compare since the different strategies
used for cell pairing strongly affect the success rate of fusion.
In table 2 we provide an overview of some cell types which
have been fused using electrofusion, pulsed lasers, or the hotnanoparticle-mediated fusion method presented in section 3.
The overview includes several methods for cell pairing, the
reported fusion efficiency, and how long the viability of the
cells was monitored. Studies reporting fusion between GUVs
or between GUVs and cells are also included in the table 2.
From table 2 it can be concluded that fusion can be
achieved for a number of cell types using different techniques
and fusion efficiencies generally lie within the range 10–90%.
The highest fusion efficiencies are obtained if proper cell pairing is achieved using, e.g., a microfluidic device containing
microstructured cell traps.
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Figure 16. Applications of electrofusion in cell delivery and for pico-liter chemistry. (a) Schematic illustration of the electrofusion protocol

for fusing a GUV to cells. GUVs, containing beads, DNA plasmids or DNA origamis, are first aligned by using an AC electric field and
subsequent application of a DC pulse triggers fusion between a GUV and one or two cells. (b) Transfer of biomaterial or beads into the
cytoplasm of cells by using the electrotransfer technique. Fluorescent images show micron sized beads (green) and the homogenous
distribution of mCherry (red) which is encoded by the transferred plasmid. (c) Application of GUV electrofusion to synthesis of quantum
dot nanoparticles (QDs) by mixing of two chemical reactants. Na2S encapsulated in the first GUV, was mixed with CdCl2 encapsulated in
a second GUV by application of an electric pulse. The last image is a confocal snapshot of the fusion process resulting from a red-labeled
GUV (containing Na2S) fused to a green-labeled GUV (containing CdCl2). The fluorescent QD product forms after a few seconds and is
marked by an arrow in the confocal image. Panels (a) and (b) Reproduced from [10]. CC BY 3.0. Panels (c) and (d), [36] John Wiley &
Sons. Copyright © 2009 Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim.

Cell viabilities can be tested using standard viability
assays which can provide a fast viability check of the fused
cell a few hours after fusion [115, 116]. However, a better
validation of the viability is to culture cells for days to demonstrate the ability of cells to divide and create a progeny
containing a new genome [33, 111]. This was demonstrated
in [33] where somatic cells were fused to stem cells and
reprogramming of the cells was demonstrated by culturing
the fused cells for days. Viability has been tested in most
studies after a few hours and in a few studies for several
days, see table 2. Generally, the viability is high in these
viability assays which shows that optically induced fusion is
a valuable technique for studying hybrid cells. We note that
table 2 does not provide a complete overview in particular
with respect to electrofusion which has been extensively
applied in cell research.

The first step is achieved by cell or vesicle pairing using
optical trapping, microfluidic traps, micropipettes, dielectrophoresis, or simply by relying on random contacts. The second step requires energy to destabilize the bilayer structures.
This energy can be delivered by a high transmembrane volt
age in electrofusion by application of a DC pulse which destabilizes the two apposing bilayers and make them susceptible
for fusion. Once the bilayer breaks a fusion pore nucleates
and expansion of such a pore can have a velocity of a 5 cm
s−1 in fusing GUVs [37]. To resolve such fast dynamics a fast
camera with sub-millisecond time resolution has to be used.
This effectively precludes standard fluorescence imaging and
has to be performed using transmitted light. The mechanism
behind electrofusion of Jurkat cells with GUVs was theor
etically analyzed in [112] by using finite element modeling
(FEM) to calculate the electric field. The calculations showed
that a steady membrane potential was induced at the contact
region between the cell and the GUV. Application of a pulsed
electric field was predicted to result in a uniform membrane
potential at the contact region after a few microseconds. These
calculations were supported by experimental results showing
that the fusion efficiency peaked at 50 µs. Furthermore, this
study found that fusion occurred by a uniform breakdown of
the whole contact region which was rationalized by the FEMpredicted uniform membrane potential at the contact region.

5.1. Mechanism of fusion

Successful fusion of two membranes proceeds through three
steps (i) bringing two membranes into close proximity (distance of a few nanometers) to establish a contact area between
the membranes, (ii) destabilization of the two apposing membranes, and (iii) spontaneous fusion of the disrupted membranes into a single structure.
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Table 2. Overview of literature in which electrofusion and lasers have been employed for fusion of vesicles and cells. The table provides

details of which cell types have been fused and the fusion efficiencies associated with various fusion methods. If a pairing method was
used, then fusion efficiencies were measured for successfully paired cells only. Viability of the hybrid cells was measured in several studies
after varying periods of time.

Cell/vesicle 1

Cell/vesicle 2

Method

Contact pairing

Eff.

Viable
tested
after

HEK293
HeLa
MDCK

HEK293/GUV
GUV
GUV

OT
Random
OT

—
20%
95%

4h
5d
—

[22]
[10]
[111]

COS 7
Jurkat
GUV
GUV
GUV

GUV
GUV
GUV
GUV
GUV

OT/GNP150 nm
Electrofusion
UV triggered pH
induced fusion
Electrofusion
Electrofusion
Optical trap/GNP80nm
Electrofusion
Electrofusion

20%
22%
—
—
—

—
—
—
—
—

[48]
[112]
[4]
[36, 37]
[11]

GUV
Macrophage/DC

GPMV
BJAB-cell

OT trap/GNP80 nm
FS laser GNP80 nm

—
7–20%

—
24 h

Unpublished
[65]

Myeloma (NS1)/3T3

Mouse B cell

Electrofusion

OT/micropipette
Dielectrophoresis
OT
Dielectrophoresis
Microstructure
trap
OT
Antigene coupling
Microstructure
trap

<89%

10 d

[33]

Mouse embryonic
fibroblasts
HeLa

Mouse embryonic
stem cells
A549

Electrofusion

<89%

10 d

[33]

87%

24 h

[113]

MDA-MB-231
Myeloma (NS-1)
Chinese Hamster Ovary
(CHO)
Mesenchynmal stem cells
Human embryonic stem
cells
B-cell lymphoma (BJAB)

DC
Myeloma (NS-1)
Mouse melanoma
B16-F1
Islet cells
Human embryonic
stem cells
Epidermoid carcinoma
(A431)
Neuro 2A/Y79
retinoblastoma
hESC
PC-12/NG 108–15/
Jurkat/Cos 7
Thymic lymphocytes
HeLa
CHO

Electrofusion
Ns laser
Electrofusion

30%
11%
<41%

—
3h
24 h

[42]
[12]
[45, 47, 50]

—
62%

—
12 h

[44]
[20]

Neuronal P19/Y79 retinoblastoma
HepG2
PC-12
Embryonic germ cells
HepG2/HeLa
B16-F1

Electrofusion

Ref.

Electrofusion
Ns Laser

Microstructure
trap
Random
OT
Random/dielectrophoresis
Dielectrophoresis
OT

Fs laser  +  GNP20 nm

Antigen coupling —

23 h

[66]

Fs laser

OT

90%/95%

4h

[52, 55, 17]a

Ns laser
Electrofusion

OT
OT/micropipette

<20%

48 h
20 h

[62]
[48]

Electrofusion
Fs laser
Electrofusion

Random
OT
Random

—
35–37%
<9%

—
4h
15 min

[9]
[54]
[46]

a
The cells were hemifused with merging of proximal leaflets only.
Abbreviations: Ns: nano-second, Fs: femto-second, OT: optical Tweezers, CHO: Chinese Hamster Ovary cells, HEK293: human embryonic kidney cells,
PC-12: pheochromocytoma cells.

However, the experimental measurements were limited by
a 33 ms time resolution for the imaging and hence possible
nucleation and expansion of pores could not be detected if
fusion occurred at sub-millisecond time scales as was observed
for GUV–GUV fusion in [37] (see figure 4).
Pulsed lasers operate by delivering nanosecond or femtosecond energy pulses in a highly focused Gaussian shaped
focal region. The lateral and axial extents of the focal intensity
distribution have a full width of half maximum of ~500 nm for
near infrared light but somewhat smaller for ultraviolet laser
light. Nanosecond pulses can ionize the biological material,
but also cause shock waves and cavitation formation which
extend beyond the focus and thus perturb biological structures [117]. Femtosecond lasers create an extremely transient

electronic plasma of the biological material confined at a
scale below the diffraction limit, thus disrupting the biological
structures with high precision [52, 118]. After the exposure
the bilayer is found to reassemble into a hemifused [55, 114]
or a fully fused bilayer structure [53]. Energy deposition can
be significantly increased by irradiating absorbing plasmonic
GNPs located at the contact region between the membranes.
Irradiation of GNPs by fs pulsed lasers causes shock waves
emanating from the GNPs which can perturb the membranes
locally [65, 66].
The energy needed for disrupting the membranes can
also be delivered by photothermal heating as is the case for
hot-nanoparticle-mediated fusion. Irradiation of GNPs using
a CW laser trap causes extremely local temperature rises of
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~100 °C and can cause drastic effects on membranes, in par
ticular near phase transitions [23, 34, 35, 68, 82, 100, 119,
120]. Membranes of cells exist mostly in a fluid state and the
temperature induced expansion of fluid phase membranes
has been measured and is found to have an area expansion of
0.5%/K [99]. The high local temperature rises will therefore
inevitably disrupt membranes.
Important for fusion involving cells is the fact that cells
have ruffled surfaces, and additionally stiff protrusive structures like filopodia which might prevent sufficiently close
contact for enabling fusion. In some of the studies listed in
table 2 treating cells with hypotonic medium prior to fusion
is found to improve the fusion efficiency. A detailed study of
the effect of osmolarity was conducted in [47, 50]. The benefit
of swelling the cells might well be explained by a flattening
of the cell surface, thus allowing closer contact between the
cells. Swelling also leads to higher membrane tensions which
is known to lower the energy barrier for fusion [121].
Membrane vesicles are more susceptible to changes in
osmotic pressure than cells. Small imbalances in osmolarity between the inside and outside medium largely affect the
membrane tension and the probability for fusion [122]. A more
controlled way of controlling membrane tension is to use the
micropipette aspiration technique. This technique has been
widely used in studying mechanical properties of membranes
since it allows accurate control over membrane tension through
adjustments of the pressure within the aspirating micropipette
[123]. The aspiration technique has been used to bring two
vesicles into close contact prior to chemically induced fusion
[37, 122]. First, the GUVs were positioned in close proximity
and secondly the nanoscale separation was tuned by adjusting
the membrane tension. At high membrane tension the entropic
membrane undulations become smeared-out and the intermembrane distance decreases [124, 125]. This effect can be
effectively observed in fusion mediated by cognate SNARE
proteins on apposing membranes where molecular interactions can only occur once a critical distance, corresponding
to the range of SNAREs (8 nm), is reached. By increasing the
membrane tension, SNARE mediated adhesion between membranes could be controlled prior to fusion as shown in [124].

6. Summary and future directions
Optically controlled fusion has proven to be a useful alternative to chemically induced fusion mediated by PEG polymers.
A large number of different cell types and membrane vesicles
can produce viable fused structures using electrofusion and
optical based methods. We expect that fusion of cells will be a
fruitful tool in research areas involving, for instance, stem cell
research in the context of cellular reprogramming.
More detailed studies are needed to delineate the long term
fate of hybrid cells and to determine if nuclear fusion can be
brought to occur. Polynucleated cells do exist in biology and
in many fusion experiments such cells are found [50]. The
long-term survival of such cells would be interesting to follow.
Biophysical studies of membranes might benefit from the
single cell approaches reviewed here. Fusion of single vesicles
allows control over membrane compositions and the content
of vesicles and cells. This will likely open up a range of new
experimental approaches for investigating biological chemistry at pico-liter scale.
The different techniques used in optically triggered fusion
have the potential to be used in other less biological structures.
This was recently demonstrated in [41] where GNP modified
polyelectrolyte capsules were fused using a laser.
Recent developments in simultaneous optical trapping of
several cells, using holographic optical techniques, provides
exciting possibilities for fusion which could become optically controlled by fully integrated robotics. To realize this,
trapping of multiple cells, held in close proximity, first needs
to be combined with a laser mediated fusion scheme, like fs
pulsed laser, mediated fusion. Such experiments have sofar
not been realized, but should be within reach with the major
technological developments seen in optical manipulation and
biophotonics in the past decade [26, 126–129].
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5.2. Cell pairing

The fusion efficiency can be greatly improved by properly
pairing cells prior to application of a physical trigger of fusion.
The recent developments in microstructure fabrication combined with microfluidics have had immense impact how cells
can be controllably paired in large arrays of cell traps [33].
The weakness of such approaches is the lack of selectivity of
which specific cells to fuse. If specific cells need to be chosen in a population of cells it is recommended to use optical
traps for pairing cells [22, 26]. High throughput techniques for
cell pairing create large numbers of hybrid cells and hence it
becomes relevant to introduce techniques for sorting the fraction of fused cells from unfused cells. This could be achieved
by using fluorescent based sorting techniques if hybrid cells
were labeled with different fluorophores than unfused cells.
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